
 

An old German saying… 

"Beer turns thirst into a beautiful thing"  
 

Germany is a major contender in the world of beer with 1300 breweries producing 

over 5,000 brands of beer. Germany is home to the Reinheitsgebot, a German 

purification law that beer must only be made with water, barley-malt, and hops.  

Yeast was allowed later on. Though made from just four ingredients — malt, hops, 

yeast and water — German beers come in all descriptions: From mild to strong, from 

straw-blond to jet-black, from assertive to delicate, from robust to sublime, from 

seductive to matter-of-fact, from elegant to earthy, from racy to substantial ... and 

they all taste absolutely magnificent.   

Here is a sampling….. 

 

 

Gaffel Kolsch 4.8 %  ............................................................................................................ $6 

A light bodied lager has a delicate but hoppy character that is balanced by the malt, 

fruity flavors - honey, orange, lemon and perhaps a touch of grapefruit. 

 

Paulaner Salvatore Doppelbock 7.5 %  ............................................................... $6  

The first authentic dopplebock (double bock) beer. A very rich and full bodied yet 

superbly balanced, true to its world-renowned reputation. 

 

Hacker Pschorr Hefe Weizen 5.5 %   ....................................................................... $7 

Brewed with 60 % wheat, 40 % barley - using top fermenting yeast, it is then slowly 

lagered and remains unfiltered throughout the finish. 

 

Paulaner Original Munich Lager 4.9 %  ............................................................... $5 

When the Original Münchner was brewed for the first time at the end of the 19th 

Century, it was a spectacular success, with its hoppy taste yet, subtle, light and 

elegant, it became very popular.  This is Paulaner's No. 1 export beer in over 30 

countries with its wonderfully spicy, naturally hearty taste. 

 

Uerige Alt 4.7 % ....................................................................................................................... $7  

Bitter hops and full of flavor...simply delicious. 

 

Einbecker Mai-U-bock6.5 %  ............................................................................................. $5 

This famous specialty beer with its refreshing taste is produced every Spring. 

 

 

Schlenkerla Rauch 5.1 %  ......................................................................... 16.9 oz / $7.5 

Malt kilned over beechwood gives this beer its distinctive, full, penetrating smoky 

taste. Not for the faint hearted, but a world classic nonetheless. 

 

Schneider Weisse Aventinus 8.2 % ................................................... 16.9 oz / $8.50 

Dark-ruby, almost black-colored and streaked with fine top-fermenting yeast, this 

beer has a compact and persistent head. This is a very intense wheat doppelbock with 

a complex spicy chocolate-like aroma with a hint of banana and raisins.  It finishes in 

a rich soft and lightly bitter impression. 

 

Jever Pils 4.9% ......................................................................................................................... $5 

This is probably the most bitter of the Nothern German Pilsners.  Aroma is resiny 

hops and booming malt leading to a beer with a typical pure white head.  Beautiful 

beer of character. For the experienced palette, dry, bitter & fresh.  
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Poland 

Hevelius Kaper  9.10% ................................................................... 16 oz / $5 

Strong lager, amber in color, malty with alcohol essence but still smooth, 

hints of spice. 

Zywiec lager 5.6% .......................................................................................................... 16 oz / $5 

Pale golden beer, essence of malt and pea pods. Taste of sweet maltiness with a hint of 

grassy, bitter hops.  

Zywiec Porter  9.5% ..................................................................................................... 16 oz / $7  

Dark, strong beer brewed according to the traditional recipe from 1881, with the Munich 

malt and special malts for caramel and color plus the highest quality aromatic hops. 

Everything together creates a unique combination of taste.  

 

Austria  

Stiegl Weizen 5.1%..................................................................... 16.9 oz / $5.5 

A hefe weizen that is hazy apricot in color. Lemon, clove and yeast essence 

with a bubbly  

 

 

Scotland 

Skull Splitter 8.5 %................................................................................ $5.5 

Named after Thorfin Hausakliuuf, the seventh earl of Orkney, this reddish 

colored ale has an intense vinous nose, is full bodied with rich fruity 

notes a long dry finish. Dangerously drinkable. 

Belhaven Scottish Ale 3.9 % ................................................................................................ $5  

Pours a clear copper color with an off-white head. Strong aroma of clean malts, caramel 

and a touch of peat. Starts a sweet balanced toffee flavor, with  hops in the finish. Great 

smooth mouthfeel, and a nice session beer. 

Flag Porter 1825 Original 5.0 %  ............................................................................... $5.75 

Flag Porter is brewed from a traditional 19th century British recipe using yeast salvaged 

from a vessel which sank in the English Channel in 1825. Adhering to the practices of 

porter brewers of the era, Dr. Thomas uses barley and hops grown without pesticides or 

chemical fertilizers.  

 

Sweden 

Carnegie Porter  5.5  % .......................................................... 25 oz / $15.75  

Carnegie Porter is a Swedish beer classic. It has been brewed since 1836.  It's 

a black, top fermented Porter with very rich flavors including strong 

roasted tones of chocolate character and lots of hop bitterness which both are 

balanced and softened by a degree of sweetness.  

 

Caribbean 

Carib Lager 5.2 % ..................................................................................... $5 

Launched on May 16th, 1950, this full bodied, clear and refreshing 

lager is the flagship brand of Carib Brewery and the preferred brew of 

Trinidad and Tobago. 

 

Holland 

Koningshoeven  Trappist Quadruppel 10% .................................. $8 

A.K.A “La Trappe Quadrupel”...The strongest of the special beers. Its flavor is full, 

mild and pleasantly bitter. Quadrupel is presently available in the autumn, is bottled 

by the year and is perfect company for those long winter evenings and cooler 

summer nights.     

Koningshoeven Dubbel 7% .................................................................................................... $7 

Warm, ruby-red Trappist. This beer has a soft, fragrant, but above all refreshing, 

character.  

Koningshoeven Tripel 8%....................................................................................................... $8 

A dark Trappist lager with a fruity, bittersweet taste.  

 

Australia 

Cooper’s Australian Stout 6.3%........................................................... $5 

Now here's a beer with punch! Coopers Best Extra Stout is a beacon for 

lovers of a hearty brew. With its robust flavour it is everything a stout 

should be. Brewed naturally using a top fermentation method, Coopers 

Stout's unique rich, dark texture comes from specially roasted black malt. Coopers Best 

Extra Stout contains no additives and no preservatives. 
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U.S.A 

Brooklyn Monster Ale Barley Wine 11.8 % ...................................................... $8  

Baked bread aroma, light carbonation,  and the perfect amount of hops make for a very drinkable beer. 

Thirsty dog Siberian Night Imperial Stout 9% ................................................ $7 

Caramel in color, sweet aroma with hints of coffee, smooth for an Imperial Stout. 

Bell's 2-Hearted Ale 6.0 % .......................................................................................... $4.5  

American malts and enormous hop additions give this beer a crisp finish and incredible floral hop aroma. 

Southern Tier Phin & Matts 5.6 % .......................................................................... $4.5  

An American pale ale with a citrus nose from the hops and a nutty flavor from the malt.  

Blue Point Hoptical Illusion 6.2 % ....................................................................... $4.5  

Generous amount of selected hops balance out the malty backbone of this golden India Pale Ale. 

Humboldt Red Nectar 5.2 % ....................................................................................... $4.5  

reddish copper color ale with sweet malty notes with a delicate floral/spicy aroma. 

Abita Turbo Dog 6.1 % ..................................................................................................... $4.5 

Abita Turbodog is a dark brown ale brewed with Willamette hops and a combination of British pale, 

crystal and chocolate malts. This combination gives Turbodog its rich body and color and a sweet 

chocolate-toffee like flavor. 

Thirsty Dog Old Leg Humper Porter 5.7 % ..................................................... $4.5 

A robust porter, dark brown in color and full-bodied with a malty sweet taste.  

Stoudts Pils 4.8 %............................................................................................................... $4.5 

Stoudt's Pils is characteristic of the traditional European Pilseners. Straw-yellow and highly hopped 

with Saaz hops. 

Fort Collins Chocolate Stout 5.3% ................................................................... $4.5 

Chocolate malt and roasted barley provide the dark color and fully body of chocolate stout. Toasy 

accents and a hoppy dryness add to this smooth brew. An old time favorite you'll remember.  

brew. 

Wild Goose Amber 5% ..................................................................................................... $4.5 

Easy drinking, semi-dry brew with hints of caramel, black currant and cinnamon. Very slight hop taste and 

a copper, sunset color. 

Stone IPA 9% .......................................................................................................................... $4.5 

Generous dry hopping makes this beer for hop lovers. Medium malt character, high alcohol content and 

hop bitterness throughout. 

 

 

 

England 

 

Hobgoblin Extra Strong Ale 5.2 % ........................................................................... $5 

Abv- Hobgoblin is a powerful full-bodied ale with a dark ruby color.  Strong in roasted malt flavor with 

a moderate hoppy bitterness and slight fruity character that lasts through to the end. 

Fullers ESB 5.9 %  .................................................................................................................. $5 

This extra special bitter was first brewed in 1971. This medium bodied ale is red-amber in color and has a 

strong hop presence.  

ScareCrow Organic Ale 4.7 %  ..................................................................... 16 oz / $9 

brewed using a unique blend of organically grown barley-malt.  A citrus aroma heralds a delightful malt 

flavor, rounded off with a spicy bittersweet finish. 

Youngs Double Chocolate Stout 5.2 %  ............................................. 14.9 oz / $5 

dark stout that has a distinctive chocolate flavor with a smooth and velvety finish. 

Black Sheep Monty Pythons Holy Grail Ale 4.7 % ........................ 16 oz / $7 

the Holy Grail Bitter was specially commissioned to commemorate the 30th anniversary of Monty 

Python. It has a distinctive taste with plenty of fruity hops, and is full flavored with a dry and refreshing 

bitterness. 

J. W. Lees Harvest Vintage Ale 11.5 % ............................................................. $14.5 

This fully fermented strong ale has been brewed by J.W. Lees as a celebration of the brewers art since 

1985. Harvest Ale can be enjoyed now or laid down like a vintage wine for enjoyment in years to come. 
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Slovak Republic 

Golden Pheasant 5% ................................................................... 16.9 oz / $4.5  

Geographically, Slovakia is an obvious location for great lager beers. They 

have access to the best hops, grains & softest water in the world. Robust, 

full-flavored, exhibits a great balance between nutty malt flavors & noble 

hops. The finish is clean and refreshing.  

. 

Philippines  

San Miguel Lager 4.8 % .................................................................................... $4.5  

A pale golden lager with pleasant, clean, hoppy finish. A well-balanced medium 

body, lively and snappy with a distinct bitter hop character that slides 

smoothly on the palate.  

 

 

Brazil 

Xingu Black Beer 4.4  %..........................................................................................$4.5  

An opaque, full-bodied black lager with mild bitterness. Rich and creamy, well 

balanced sweet notes and hints of tartness with exceptional mouthfeel. 

 

 

 

Vietnam  

Halida 5.0 % .................................................................................................................... $4.5 

The Halida brand originates from North Vietnam and is based on an old unique 

Vietnamese recipe which creates full flavored yet light beer drink-ability . 

 

 

France 

Belzebuth 13.0 % ............................................................................................ 8 oz / $6.5  

The dark amber colored Belzebuth offers an intense alcohol flavor with a 

strong supporting maltiness.  

Belgium   
“Here, in this heaven of peace and silence where since 1850 Trappist monks have dedicated their 

life to God, products are made which, in themselves, gladden the heart of man.”  

 

 

Chimay White (Triple) 8% ............................................................................................................... $8 

Fruity notes of muscat and raisins, complements the touch of bitterness. This top fermented 

Trappist beer, refermented in the bottle, is not pasteurized 

Chimay Red 7% ........................................................................................................................................ $8 
Coppery colour, and a creamy head. Light, fruity apricot aroma. Light touch of bitterness to 

the palate. Top fermented, Trappist beer, refermented in the bottle,  and not pasteurized. 

Chimay Blue 9% .............................................................................................................   25.4 oz / $16 

It is principally distinguished by its character of a strong beer. Fragrance of fresh yeast with a 

light, flowery rosy touch, while revealing a light but pleasant touch of roasted malt. Top 

fermented, Trappist beer , refermented in the bottle, and not pasteurized. 

Duvel 8.5% .......................................................................................................................................... $7.50 

Fruity dry aroma, owed to the finest hops. Thirst quenching, hoppy aroma.  Duvel is the perfect 

companion for appetizers and casual dining. 

Karmeliet Tripel 8% ................................................................................................................... $7.75 

Golden color, effervescent. The aroma hints of apple, spice & yeast. Citrus mouthfeel creates 

a lemony dryness. 

Delirium Tremens 8.5% .............................................................................................................. $7.75 

Golden in color, light & creamy head.  Fruity notes, hints of cherry. Meant to be sipped slowly 

to savor each drop & out of respect for the higher alcohol content. 

Orval 6.2% .............................................................................................................................  11.2 oz / $8 

Sunset-orange color; a fruity and slightly acidic bouquet, firm body, profound hop bitterness, 

and long, dry finish. 

Lindemens Framboise 4% ........................................................................................................... $8.5 

This raspberry Lambic has a Magnificent aroma, delicate palate of raspberries with undertones 

of fruity acidity; elegant, sparkling clean natural taste. 

Lindemens Kriek 4% ....................................................................................................................... $8.5 

This cherry Lambic hosts a bouquet of freshly harvested cherries; sparkling, smooth, fruity and 

refreshing, dry finish.  
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